Intentionally designed and deceptively simple, Lever is the collaborative recruiting platform that your entire
team and candidates will love.

Engage every hiring stakeholder

Proactively reach the best talent

Whether recruiter, hiring manager or interviewer, Lever
makes it easy for everyone to get meaningfully involved.

The best candidates aren’t always looking. Engage the right
people in just a few clicks and make it easy to stay in touch.

➔ Via email, calendar, and Slack integrations, let your

➔ Empower your entire team to source and refer candidates

team collaborate directly from the systems they already
use.
➔ Use @ mentions to send notes on candidates straight
into your coworkers’ inboxes.
➔ Help your interviewers submit feedback easily; set
auto-reminders when they don’t.

through the Lever Chrome Extension.
➔ Spread the news about open roles with trackable social
referral links.
➔ Take advantage of Lever’s sourcing tool integrations to
keep your pipeline full of promising talent.

Make the right candidates feel like they matter

Track the numbers that count

Equip your team with the tools to build true talent
relationships and give every candidate a stellar experience.

Real-time reports and interactive dashboards empower you
with clear, actionable insights, fast.

➔ See a full overview of your candidate and every

➔ Be two clicks or less away from pipeline metrics, always.

touchpoint on their journey in a single profile.

➔ Click on any number to drill into underlying candidate

➔ Not the right time? Snooze candidates and receive a

data and see the people behind the percentages.

reminder to re-engage, so you never drop the ball.

➔ Build customizable reports with unique URLs so you can

➔ Craft a thoughtful interview process that provides

always keep tabs on what’s critical.

candidates with a high-quality experience, every time.

➔ Quickly compare the recruiting performance of entire
teams or functions.

Work faster by reducing manual tasks
Minimize clicks and eliminate needless back and forth, so you
can spend more time focusing on the things that matter.

➔ Easily export your data to Excel or via our API.

➔ No more scheduling headaches! Quickly build complex
panels, view availability, make changes, and set

Make a smooth transition
We know it’s daunting to switch from old systems.

reminders for candidates and interviewers.

We’re on standby to guide you through the process,
painlessly migrate your data, and train your entire

➔ Bulk email, archive, or tag candidates in one click.

team to be successful.

➔ Delay-send emails if they’ll be more effective later.

Trusted by

See for yourself
We’d love to show you why hiring teams are raving about Lever.
For a free demo, email sales@lever.co or call (415) 458-2731.
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